**REVEGETATION PLANTING**

- 450mm x 135mm Triangular corrugate tree guard with HW stake as specified
- Existing subgrade
- 600mm x 600mm Weed suppression mat with 4no. steel fastening pins

Shown indicatively only

Refer to planting plan or project documents for density and location

Topsoil

Cultivated subgrade

Plant tube in excavated hole; nominal depth 200mm

Apply heavy weight material 'jutemesh' or equivalent where grades exceed 1:3

Jutemot to be trenched in topsoil as per manufacturer's recommendation

**EMBANKMENT PLANTING**

- Existing subgrade
- Steel fastening pins installed to manufacturers' recommendations

Refer plan for garden bed width

**SHRUB PLANTING**

- Mulch
- Topsoil
- Cultivated subgrade
- Existing Subgrade

Ensure 50mm mulch clearance from base of stem.

Plant material - refer project document

**PLANTING TO KERB & PATHWAY**

- Pavement material
- Under-surfacing
- Kerb
- Pathway
- Mulch

Optional:

Subsurface drainage with 100mm Ø subsoil drain; as specified in filter fabric sock in 20mm Ø washed gravel connect to stormwater with min. 1% fall

**TYPICAL PLANTING DETAILS**

<table>
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</tr>
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